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"The US travel market is stable and growing. As spending
increases, so will the market for travel booking. Booking

direct continues to be the norm, though OTAs (online
travel agencies) are competing for share. As loyalty to

travel supplier brands is in question due to devaluing of
loyalty programs, OTAs stand to benefit. "

- Fiona O'Donnell, Director, Multicultural,
Lifestyles, Leisure and Travel

This report looks at the following areas:

• Online booking dominates, suppliers more likely to win the final transaction
• More important than price, good experiences drive repeat use of travel booking sites
• Lack of differentiation among leading OTAs

The Report covers the US travel booking industry related to how consumers book travel-related
transportation, accommodations, and tours/activities; what drives their choice; and attitudes toward
travel booking and innovations. Booking methods covered include:

• • Online – Direct with suppliers and via OTAs
• • Offline – In person, via phone, and travel agents
• • Third-party OTAs
• • Direct with suppliers
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Figure 21: Travelocity Mobile ads, March 2016

Travel research and booking via the same platform

Visual platforms are a powerful influencer for travel booking

Foreign acquisitions are now norm

Areas of improvement and ancillary revenue generation

Challenges remain with mobile booking

Fast and furious – Travel bookers want instant results

Need for one powerful travel app

Brand loyalty up for grabs? Loyalty programs become stricter

Tour and activities are important components of the travel experience

Sharing economy is emerging as a force in its own right

Smarter travel booking sites

Personalized offers

The dust will take some time to settle down before winners emerge

End-to-end innovation, agile business strategies top priority for OTAs

Need for creativity in travel booking

One wallet to bring them together, one wallet to rule them all

Competition between OTAs and direct travel providers heats up

Artificial intelligence and travel agents re-invented

Mobile messaging as a commerce platform for OTAs

Is Google a threat to the OTAs?

Online booking most common, direct with supplier remains popular

May the best price win? Or is experience all?

Desktop/laptops booking is most popular, mobile appeal is niche

Sharing economy gaining importance

Travel bookers tend to think OTAs are all pretty much the same

Judicious email marketing can drive sales

Transportation, accommodations essential to TB, tours/activities part of the booking mix

Transportation

Accommodations

Tours/activities

Cruises
Figure 22: Typical travel types booked, March 2016
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Relatively stable weekly and monthly use of travel provider sites
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Growing interest in the sharing economy
Figure 39: Attitudes toward the sharing economy, March 2016

Millennials are most interested in sharing economy services
Figure 40: Attitudes toward Airbnb (or similar), by generation, March 2016

Parents more interested in sharing economy services
Figure 41: Attitudes toward Airbnb (or similar), by gender and parent status, March 2016
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Attitudes toward the Sharing Economy
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Interest in sharing economy increases with affluence
Figure 42: Attitudes toward Airbnb, by household income, March 2016

Travel agents have an audience among those seeking better travel experiences
Figure 43: Attitudes toward travel agents, March 2016

Mixed feelings among travel agents by generation
Figure 44: Attitudes toward travel agents, by generation, March 2016

Parents of children, dads more likely to book through travel agents
Figure 45: Attitudes toward travel agents, by gender and parent status, March 2016

Most consumers familiar with top online travel booking sites surveyed
Figure 46: Has any opinion about top online travel agencies, March 2016

Expedia viewed most positively; TripAdvisor trusted, gaining on use
Figure 47: Perceptions of select online travel agencies – Scatter plot, indexed to average, March 2016

Figure 48: Perceptions of select online travel agencies – Table, indexed to average, March 2016

Room for improvement in website user experience
Figure 49: Perceptions of select online travel agencies – Overwhelming, indexed to average, March 2016

Innovation – An important agenda for OTAs
Figure 50: Perceptions of select online travel agencies – Innovative, indexed to average, March 2016

Expedia.com attracts more eyeballs, TripAdvisor follows
Figure 51: Travel booking/review sites visited in the last 30 days, October 2011-December 2015

Room for improvements in mobile/smartphones for travel booking
Figure 52: Attitudes toward travel mobile apps, March 2016

Broad interest in receiving mobile personalized travel offers
Figure 53: Open to personalized offers via mobile device/smartphones, by generation, March 2016

Mobiles/smartphones may increase impulse travel booking
Figure 54: Use of mobile apps for booking/interest in voice assisted technology, by generation, March 2016

Relevant headers and optimized frequency for the win
Figure 55: Attitudes toward email marketing, March 2016

Email marketing relevancy and frequency important factors for all
Figure 56: Reactions to email subject headers and frequency, by gender, generation, household income, March 2016
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